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Extensive branching of radially-migrating neurons
in the mammalian cerebral cortex
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Abstract
Excitatory neurons of the cerebral cortex migrate radially from their place of birth to their final
position in the cortical plate during development. Radially-migrating neurons display a single
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leading process that establishes the direction of movement. This leading process has been
described as being unbranched, and the occurrence of branches proposed to impair radial migration. Here we have analyzed the detailed morphology of leading process in radially-migrating
pyramidal neurons and its impact on radial migration. We have compared ferret and mouse to
identify differences between cortices that undergo folding or not. In mouse, we find that half of
radially-migrating neurons exhibit a branched leading process, this being even more frequent in
ferret. Branched leading processes are less parallel to radial glia fibers than those unbranched,
suggesting some independence from radial glia fibers. Two-photon videomicroscopy revealed
that a vast majority of neurons branch their leading process at some point during radial migration, but this does not reduce their migration speed. We have tested the functional impact of
exuberant leading process branching by expressing a dominant negative Cdk5. We confirm that
loss of Cdk5 function significantly impairs radial migration, but this is independent from
increased branching of the leading process. We propose that excitatory neurons may branch
their leading process as an evolutionary mechanism to allow cells changing their trajectory of
migration to disperse laterally, such that increased branching in gyrencephalic species favors the
tangential dispersion of radially-migrating neurons, and cortical folding.
KEYWORDS
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vicinity of the pial surface, where they stop migration and begin differentiating (Bystron, Blakemore, & Rakic, 2008).

Neurons in the mammalian neocortex are organized in distinct layers

At early developmental stages, when the developing cortex is

according to birthdate (Rakic, 1974). This exquisite lamination is achieved

very thin, newborn excitatory (pyramidal) neurons migrate radially by

thanks to a perfectly orchestrated mechanism of radial migration. Once

somal translocation, moving the cell body along their own basal pro-

neurons are born, they must leave their birth site and migrate through

cess extended from the ventricular zone (VZ) to the emerging CP

the transient intermediate zone (IZ) to reach the cortical plate (CP), in the
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(Miyata, Kawaguchi, Okano, & Ogawa, 2001; Nadarajah, Brunstrom,
Grutzendler, Wong, & Pearlman, 2001). As development proceeds,
the cortex becomes progressively thicker and radial migration involves
traveling for increasingly longer distances. In this process, newborn
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neurons initially undergo a phase of multipolar migration within the

pyramidal neurons, but this does not involve a significant increase in

subventricular zone (SVZ), extending many short processes and with

branching of the leading process. We conclude that leading process

limited displacement, mainly in the tangential axis (Tabata & Nakajima,

branching is part of the normal cellular mechanisms of radial migra-

2003). Multipolar migration ends with the retraction of the multiple

tion. Moreover, our comparative data in mouse and ferret supports

short processes and extension of a single leading process oriented

the notion that this is a mechanism to switch between RGFs during

radially, conferring the migrating neurons the typical bipolar morphol-

migration, potentially allowing cells to explore a wider territory, and

ogy (Rakic, 1972; Sidman & Rakic, 1973). At this point, neurons begin

thus it may be a mechanism key for the tangential dispersion of

their long radial migration by cell locomotion, with repeated cycles of

radially-migrating neurons, critical in the process of cortical folding in

extension and retraction of the leading process coupled with the

gyrencephalic species.

translocation of the cell body within this process (Nadarajah et al.,
2001). This migration relies on the basal fiber of Radial Glia Cells, or
radial glia fiber (RGF), which locomoting neurons use as physical–
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chemical substrate and guide for their movement (Anton, Marchionni,
Lee, & Rakic, 1997; Elias, Wang, & Kriegstein, 2007; Gupta et al.,
2003; Rakic, 1972; Rakic, Stensas, Sayre, & Sidman, 1974; Sidman &
Rakic, 1973).
Several genetic defects result in delayed or impaired radial migration of cortical neurons, one primary cause seemingly being the abnormal branching of the leading process, such as mutations in Cdk5/p35
(Borrell, 2010; Gupta et al., 2003; Valiente, Ciceri, Rico, & Marin,
2011). On the contrary, GABAeric interneurons are well known for
having a branched leading process during their extensive tangential
migration from the basal ganglia to the cortex, and during their radial
migration within the cortex (Lopez-Bendito et al., 2008; Marin &

2.1 | Animals
Mouse embryos were obtained from wild-type mice (Mus musculus)
maintained in an ICR background. Pigmented ferrets (Mustela putorius
furo) were obtained from Marshall Bioresources (North Rose, NY,
USA, https://www.marshallbio.com/, RRID:SCR_015489), and kept on
a 16:8 hr light:dark cycle at the Animal Facilities of the Universidad
Miguel Hernández. The day of vaginal plug was considered as embryonic day (E) 0.5. All animals were treated according to Spanish and EU
regulations, and experimental protocols were approved by the Universidad Miguel Hernández IACUC.

Rubenstein, 2001, 2003). In fact, branching of the leading process in
GABAergic interneurons is thought to favor changes in the direction

2.2 | DNA constructs

of migration. Intriguingly, other evidence suggests that radially-

For cell labeling both for immunostaining and time-lapse experiments,

migrating excitatory neurons actually also exhibit some degree of

Retro CAG-GFP or pCAG-MYFP was selectively expressed in migrat-

branching in their leading process (Guerrier et al., 2009; Valiente et al.,

ing neurons and their progenitors. For genetic loss of function experi-

2011), challenging the view that branching of the leading process is

ments, the dominant negative form of Cdk5 T33 was expressed using

deleterious for the normal radial migration of cortical excitatory neu-

the pCGC-Cdk5T33. This form of Cdk5 is an inactive kinase that binds

rons. Moreover, if leading process branching does occur in radially-

to endogenous p35 with 2–3-folds more efficiency than wild-type

migrating excitatory neurons, it may be particularly important for spe-

Cdk5, avoiding the activation of the latter and thus reducing its activ-

cies with a folded cortex like ferret, macaque, and human, where

ity (Nikolic, Dudek, Kwon, Ramos, & Tsai, 1996). This plasmid was

migrating neurons must undergo significant lateral dispersion to form

coelectroporated with pCAG-MYFP. Plasmids were prepared with

a highly expanded and folded cortical mantle (Borrell & Reillo, 2012;

Endofree Plasmid Maxi Kits (QIAGEN, Valencia, Spain) Sigma Water.

Fernandez, Llinares-Benadero, & Borrell, 2016).

Before electroporation, Retro CAG-GFP and pCAG-MYFP were

Here we studied if radial migration of excitatory neurons includes

diluted to 0.7 μg/μl, and pCGC-Cdk5T33 to 1 μg/μl in autoclaved

branching of the leading process under physiological conditions, and if

NaCl 0.9% and colored with Fast Green solution (Sigma-Aldrich,

the presence of such branches impairs in any degree the radial migra-

St. Louise, MO).

tion of cortical neurons. Using mouse and ferret as animal models with
smooth and folded cerebral cortex, respectively, we have labeled cortical neurons during corticogenesis, and observed that in mouse about

2.3 | Electroporation

50% of pyramidal neurons display branches in their leading process

2.3.1 | In utero

during radial migration, an abundance even greater in ferret. Videomi-

For mouse in utero electroporation, timed pregnant females at (E) 14.5

croscopy experiments confirmed that branching of the leading process

were deeply anesthetized with 5% Isoflurane and maintained with 2%

is a normal component of the radial migration process of pyramidal

isoflurane during the surgery. The abdominal cavity was opened and

neurons, not interfering with cell movement. First order branches

uterine horns were exposed. Approximately 2 μl of DNA solution

formed at similar angles in pyramidal neurons and interneurons, sug-

(as mentioned in DNA constructs) were injected into telencephalic lat-

gesting a common mechanism for lateral dispersion of neurons in the

eral ventricle of the embryos using pulled capillaries (World Precision

developing cortex. Accordingly, neurons with a branched leading pro-

Instruments, Sarasota, FL, 1B120F-4). Then, injected heads were

cess were less parallel to RGFs than non-branched cells. Finally, we

placed between the electrode paddles (NEPA Gene, Chiba, Japan,

revisited the effects of Cdk5 loss-of-function on radial migration, and

CUY650-P5) and five square electric pulses of 45 mV (50 ms) at

specifically analyzed effects on leading process branching. We con-

950 ms intervals using an electroporator (NEPA Gene, CUY21E) were

firmed that loss of Cdk5 function severely impairs radial migration of

applied. Once the pulses were delivered, uterine horns were placed
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again in the abdominal cavity which was suture-closed. Three days

against recombinant GFP emulsified in Freund's adjuvant. Antibodies

after the procedure, pregnant females were sacrificed by cervical dis-

were analyzed by western blot analysis (1:5000 dilution) and immuno-

location and (E) 17.5 embryos were collected and further processed

histochemistry (1:500 dilution) using transgenic mice expressing the

for immunohistochemistry or time-lapse imaging.

GFP gene product (see the data sheet of the antibody GFP-1020 at
www.aveslab.com) (Table 1).

2.3.2 | Postnatal
For postnatal electroporation in ferret, kits were deeply anesthetized

Vimentin

and maintained with 1.5% Isoflurane during surgery, and DNA injec-

Vimentin monoclonal antibody (Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany,

tions were aimed at the telencephalic lateral ventricle by means of

Cat# MAB3400, RRID:AB_94843) was raised in mouse against puri-

stereotaxic coordinates. DNA was injected using pulled glass micro-

fied vimentin from pig eye lens. The antibody recognizes a

pippettes. Details of postnatal electroporation of ferret kits were

57–60 kDa protein. Shows no cross reactivity with other closely

described previously (Borrell, 2010). After the appropriate survival

related intermediate filament proteins including desmin and GFAP.

period, postnatal kits were overdosed with sodium pentobarbital

In tissue sections, this reagent shows positive reaction on connec-

(Nembutal) and further processed for immunohistochemistry.

tive tissue, endothelial cells, vascular smooth muscle cells, and
astrocytes. In tissue culture, typical intermediate filament profiles

2.3.3 | Slice

are seen in fibroblasts and other cell types, which contain

V1 slices were prepared from ferrets aged P1 and maintained in cul-

vimentin. Additionally, the antibody shows reactivity with carnivores

ture as described previously (Borrell & Callaway, 2002). Briefly, ferret

(see the data sheet of the antibody MAB3400 at http://www.

kits brains were dissected out in ice-cold N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-

merckmillipore.com) (Table 1).

N0 -2-ethane-sulfonic acid (HEPES) buffered artificial cerebral spinal
fluid (140 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 24 mM D-glucose,

Secondary antibodies

10 mM HEPES, 1 mM CaCl2, anf pH 7.4), the occipital pole of each

Secondary antibodies used were donkey anti-chicken IgY 488 (Jackson

hemisphere was blocked, and tissue blocks were sliced at 400 μm
thickness using a Leica VT1000S vibratome. Selected slices were
placed onto tissue culture inserts (Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany,
0.4 μm pore size) and were cultured in a 37 C, 5% CO2 incubator with

ImmunoResearch Labs Cat# 703-545-155, RRID:AB_2340375) and
donkey anti-mouse IgG 555 (Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-31570,
RRID:AB_2536180) (Table 2).

1 mL of incubation medium (50% basal medium of eagle [BME], 25%
Hanks' balanced salt solution, 25% normal horse serum, 2 mM gluta-

2.5 | Time-lapse imaging

mine, 0.45% D-Glucose, 10 mM HEPES, 1% Pen/Strep, 1% N2, all

For mouse experiments, (E) 17.5 embryos were collected and dis-

from GIBCO-Invitrogen-Fisher Scientific Madrid, Spain). One hour

sected in carbonated dissection medium (3.9 g DMEM, 0.3 g sodium

later, expression vectors were pressure injected focally into the cortex

bicarbonate, 0.725 g glucose, 2.5 mL pen/strep, 247.5 mL H2Od).

of sagittal slice cultures and focally electroporated as previously

Brains of interest were sectioned into 250 μm slices using a Leica

described (Flames et al., 2004).

VT1000S vibratome. Selected slices were placed onto tissue culture
inserts (Millipore, 0.4 μm pore size) and cultured in a 37 C, 5% CO2

2.4 | Immunohistochemistry
Postnatal ferrets were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital
prior to transcardiac perfusion with PFA. After perfusion, brains were
extracted and sectioned. (E) 17.5 electroporated mouse embryos were
collected from pregnant females. Their heads were cut and fixed in
cold 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) solution for 24 hr, and then were
extracted and sectioned.
For immunohistochemistry, mouse and ferret brain sections were
blocked and incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4 C, then
incubated with appropriate fluorescently conjugated secondary antibodies for 2–3 hr in darkness at room temperature. Finally, slices were
counterstained with DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louise).
Images from immunostained sections were obtained using a Zeiss
Axio Imager 2 (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) fluorescence microscope
equipped with ApoTome 2.

2.4.1 | Antibody characterization

incubator with 1 mL of dissection medium. After that, tissue culture
inserts were placed in filming plates with 1 mL of slice medium (1 mL
horse serum, 1 mL fetal bovine serum, 400 μL B27, 200 μL N2,
17.4 mL dissection medium). For ferret experiments, slices containing
fluorescent cells were selected and placed on filming plates 1 day
after slice preparation.
Time-lapse imaging of selected slices was performed with a multiphoton imaging system composed by a Laser Femtosecond Mai Tai
HP Ti: sapphire model locked laser system (Spectra Physics, Mountain
View, CA) set to 880 nm. The objective used was HCX APO U-V-I
40x W, NA 0.8. The experiment set up and image acquiring was
performed with the software Leica Confocal Software (LCS). The
microscope was equipped with Microscope Temperature Control
TABLE 1

Primary antibodies

Primary
antibody

Raised

Immunogen

Source/
catalog #

GFP

Chicken

Recombinant
GFP

Aves labs/
GFP-1020

1:3000

Vimentin

Mouse

Purified vimentin
from pig eye lens

Millipore/
MAB3400

1:400

Green fluorescent protein (GFP)
Green fluorescent protein (GFP) polyclonal antibody (Aves Labs,
Tigard, Cat# GFP-1020, RRID:AB_10000240) was raised in chicken

Dilution
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TABLE 2

Secondary antibodies

Secondary antibody

Fluorophore
®

Source/catalog #

Dilution

Donkey anti-chicken IgY

Alexa Fluor 488

Jackson Immunoresearch/703-545-155

1:200

Donkey anti-mouse IgG

Alexa Fluor® 555

Invitrogen/A-31570

1:200

System “The Cube & The Box” (37 C) and gas mixer “The Brick” (5%

could not capture the 3D layout of analyzed cells with sufficient

CO2) (Life Imaging Services, Basel, Switzerland). Image stacks from

reliability. Hence, to quantify in fixed tissue the length of leading

the IZ/lower CP in mouse and layers 5/6 in ferret were obtained in

process and the angle of first branch, and in time-lapse the trajec-

intervals of 30 min during up to 24 hr.

tories of migrating neurons, we used maximum projections of
image stacks. The main caveat of this approach is that, by flatten-

2.6 | Quantification and statistics

ing 3D structures, it eliminates the contribution of the z-axis to all
the above parameters, hence underestimating their real value, par-

Cell types were identified according to the following criteria: multipolar morphology, cell with multiple short processes extended from the
cell soma and without obvious polarity; migrating neuron morphology,
cell with clear apico-basal polarity extending a relatively-thick basal
process much shorter than that of RGCs, and a still much shorter and
thinner apical process; branched morphology, cell with a leading process that at one point is subdivided in at least two pieces longer than
5 μm; nonbranched morphology, cell with a nonsubdivided and entire

ticularly in those cases where the parameter to be measured
occurred mostly in this axis.
For statistical analysis, we used SPSS software (http://www-01.
ibm.com/software/uk/ analytics/spss/, RRID:SCR_002865) to run the
following tests where appropriate: independent samples or pair-wise
t test, chi-quare test, or one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni's test
for multiple comparisons and Duncan's test for subset homogeneity.

leading process; differentiating neuron morphology, cell with a single
basally-directed process highly branched at a distance from the cell

3 | RE SU LT S

body, frequently located at the top of the cortical plate. The cutoff of
5 μm to distinguish between filopodia and side branches was a conservative value, based on previous reports establishing this at 2.5 μm
(Chai et al., 2015).
To quantify the length of different segments, we used Neurolu-

3.1 | A high proportion of radially-migrating
pyramidal neurons in mouse have a branched leading
process

cida Software (http://www.mbfbioscience.com/neurolucida, RRID:

To study the detailed morphology of radially-migrating neurons in the

SCR_001775). Segments were identified in agreement with following

developing mouse cerebral cortex, we labeled them with GFP. We

definitions: Leading process: measurement of the micrometers that

performed in utero electroporation of the embryonic telencephalon

present the leading process, from soma to end of the leading process.

with Gfp-encoding plasmids on day (E) 14.5, targeted to the parietal

Trunk: measure in micrometers of the segment between soma and

cortex, and then performed histological analysis at E17.5 (Figure 1a).

first branch point. Leading process tree: measure of the total length of

This resulted in a very high number of cells labeled with GFP in all cor-

segments between the first branch point and the end of leading pro-

tical layers, including the Intermediate Zone (IZ), lower cortical plate

cess. Single branch: measure of individual branches length in every cell.

(CP; corresponding to the already distinguishable layers 5/6) and

To analyze the angle of first branch point, Neurolucida and Can-

upper CP (Figure 1b). Among all GFP-positive cells, we distinguished

vas X Sofware (http://www.canvasgfx.com/en/products/canvas-15,

several morphologies typical of excitatory neurons undergoing radial

RRID:SCR_014312) were used.

migration (Figure 1c,d). In the SVZ we observed multipolar cells, with

To quantify the portion of leading process that was parallel to

several short processes but no obvious polarity. In IZ and lower CP we

radial glia fibers, we subdivided the leading process in several short

observed cells with the typical morphology of migrating neurons, with

segments to reproduce as much as possible the changes in direction

a distinct bipolar shape oriented radially and a single leading process

of leading process. For each segment, we analyzed the angle with

directed toward the pial surface, plus a very thin trailing process. In

respect to RGF. The strict criterion used was that segments with

the upper CP we observed cells with typical morphology of differenti-



angles smaller than 10 were parallel to RGF, in contrast to equal or

ating neurons, displaying one single thick process profusely arborized

bigger angles, which were non-parallel. We obtained the length of

and extended to the pial surface. These cells appeared to have fin-

every segment and the angle, and we calculated the percentage of

ished their radial migration and start to differentiate. Each of these

leading process parallel to RGF for each cell. For that measure, Neuro-

morphologies predominated in specific layers: multipolar cells in SVZ,

lucida Software, Canvas X Software and Imaris software (http://www.

migrating neurons in IZ and lower CP, and differentiating neurons in

bitplane.com/imaris/imaris, RRID:SCR_007370) were used.

upper CP (Figure 1d).

Time-lapse image stacks were collapsed to maximum projec-

Next, we focused our analysis on cells with morphology of migrat-

tion, contrast-enhanced and analyzed with Metamorph (http://

ing neurons. In this group, we distinguished two different morpho-

www.moleculardevices.com/Products/Software/Meta-Imaging-Series/

types: cells with a simple, unbranched, leading process; and cells with

MetaMorph.html, RRID:SCR_002368) or Imaris software. Due to

a branched leading process (Figure 1d). Some of these cells also dis-

the limitations in z-axis resolution of our imaging systems, we

played filopodia, which we distinguished from actual branches if they
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A high proportion of radially-migrating pyramidal neurons in the mouse parietal cortex have a branched leading process. (a) Experimental
design to label neurons born from progenitor cells in the mouse neocortex. Gfp-encoding DNA was delivered into E14.5 embryos by in utero
electroporation, and GFP+ labeled cells were analyzed at E17.5. (b) Panoramic view of a coronal section through the parietal cortex of an
electroporated E17.5 mouse embryo, showing that the majority of GFP+ pyramidal neurons were in radial migration through intermediate zone
(IZ) and cortical plate (CP). VZ = ventricular zone; SVZ = subventricular zone. (c) Magnification images showing the different appearance of GFP+
labeled cells in the indicated cortical layers. (d) Morphological diversity of individual GFP+ cells. Arrowheads indicate branching points in the leading
process. (e) Relative abundance of GFP+ cell morphologies in the upper CP (n = 673 cells, five embryos; mean  SEM). (f ) Relative abundance of
cells in each of the indicated layers with migrating morphology and exhibiting a branched or non-branched leading process (n = 2,251 cells;
5 embryos; mean  SEM). Dashed line indicates 50% abundance. The proportions were similar in lower and upper CP, but different in IZ (IZ vs. lCP,
χ2 = 13.18, ***p < .001; IZ vs. uCP, χ2 = 4.5, *p < .05; lCP vs. uCP, χ2 = 0.6, not significant) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
FIGURE 1

were shorter than 5 μm (see Materials and Methods). Contrary to the

upper CP we found that 33.6  3.3% of GFP+ cells were bipolar with

current notion that cortical neurons migrate with a simple unbranched

a simple leading process, 30.8  3.3% had a branched leading process,

leading process, we observed many neurons in the developing cortex

and the remaining 35.7  6.0% presented differentiating neuron mor-

with migratory morphology and a branched leading process. To dis-

phology (Figure 1e) (n = 2,522 cells, 5 embryos; data are mean  S.E.

card a potential confusion with multipolar cells, abundant in SVZ

M). Considering only cells with a migratory morphology, those display-

where multipolar neuron migration occurs (Noctor, Martinez-Cerdeno,

ing a branched leading process represented 57.0  1.4% in IZ,

Ivic, & Kriegstein, 2004; Tabata & Nakajima, 2003), and to clearly

47.9  1.2% in lower CP, and 47.7  2.3% in upper CP (Figure 1f ),

restrict our analysis to bipolar cells with a single leading process, we

confirming that radially migrating neurons with a branched leading

focused exclusively on cells located in IZ and CP (Figure 1b). In the

process are very common in the mouse cerebral cortex.
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3.2 | Branched radial migration is a common
mechanism in the developing ferret cerebral cortex
Given the high proportion of migrating cells with a branched leading
process in the mouse cerebral cortex, we next asked if this feature
might also be present in other mammals, particularly in those with big

leading process morphologies among radially-migrating neurons,
although cells without branches or only one branch point clearly predominated. Intriguingly, we did not observe cells with more than two
branch points in mouse, as opposed to the gyrencephalic ferret where
cells exhibited three or more branch points.

and folded brains, where radial migration trajectories are much longer,
Following a similar strategy as in mouse, we labeled migrating neurons

3.4 | Total size of the leading process increases with
complexity of branching

like humans and carnivores. To this aim, we focused on the ferret.
in the developing ferret cortex by electroporation of Gfp-encoding

To analyze in greater detail the morphology of the leading process of

plasmids at postnatal day (P) 1, a cortical developmental stage equiva-

radially-migrating neurons, we distinguished two different parts:

lent to mouse E14.5. Analysis was performed at P8 (Figure 2a), when

trunk, the segment between soma and the first branch point; and

most transduced pyramidal neurons are in radial migration (equivalent

branches, each of the portions between the primary branch point with

to mouse E17.5; Figure 2b), as shown previously (Borrell, 2010). Simi-

the trunk, and the tip of the leading process (Figure 3c). We recon-

lar to mouse, in ferret we distinguished cells with multipolar, migrating

structed single GFP+ cells in mouse layers 5–6 and ferret layer 5. Anal-

and differentiating neuron morphologies (Figure 2c,d). Cells with mul-

ysis of total leading process length showed that mouse cells with zero

tipolar morphology were again very frequent in the SVZ (Figure 2c),

or 1BP were similar, with a leading process of 65.1  1.3 μm and

including its inner and outer subdivisions (ISVZ and OSVZ, respec-

65.5  1.7 μm, respectively (Figure 3d). In ferret, neurons with zero

tively). Differentiating neurons were observed only in the CP

or 1BP presented a significantly longer leading process than in mouse,

(Figure 2c,d). Neurons with a bipolar migratory morphology were

with 72.7  1.8 μm and 73.8  3.7 μm, respectively (Figure 3d).

found from IZ through layer 5 and, as in mouse, frequently showed

Comparisons within species showed that cells with 2BP or more had a

branches in their leading process (Figure 2d). Within the CP, we found

longer leading process than those with 1BP or none, but no difference

that 33.6  6.6% of GFP+ cells were bipolar with a simple leading

was detectable between cells with 0BP and 1BP (Figure 3d).

process and 31.6  3.5% had a branched leading process (Figure 2e;

Next, we wanted to determine if the greater total length of leading

n = 5,971 cells, 4 kits). Out of all cells with morphology of migrating

process as a function of the number of branch points was due to a spe-

neurons, those with a branched leading process represented

cific increment of the trunk or the branches. Trunk length of migrating

49.6  5.1% in CP and 46.5  3.3% in layer 5 (Figure 2f ), proportions

neurons was again shorter in mouse than in ferret, in agreement with

similar to mouse. In contrast, in the lower layers the proportion of

differences in total process length between these species. However,

GFP+ cells with a branched leading process was much higher than in

trunk length had very little variation as a function of number of BPs,

mouse: 59.6  4.6% in layer 6 and 77.5  2.3% in IZ (Figure 2f ).

which was only detectable in ferret between cells with 1BP and 3BPs,

Taken together, our experiments in mouse and ferret indicated that

actually showing a slight decrease in length, not increase (Figure 3d).

branched radial migration in the mammalian neocortex is much more

Given that the observed increase in total leading process was not due

common than previously recognized. During radial migration, more

to increased trunk length, we next analyzed the length of branches, col-

than half of cortical excitatory neurons in mouse branch their leading

lectively and individually. We observed that the combined length of all

process, a proportion that rises above 75% in the gyrencephalic ferret.

branches in a single cell increased significantly as a function of the number of branches, both in mouse and ferret (Figure 3d), hence cells with

3.3 | Multi-order branching of the leading process in
radially-migrating neurons

more branches had a longer leading process. However, this increased
total length was not due to lengthening of individual branches, which
were similar across cell classes in ferret, and in mouse were even

Once we determined that radially-migrating excitatory neurons frequently branch their leading process, we next analyzed their branching
in further detail. For this analysis we focused on layer 5, as this is distant from the SVZ containing many multipolar cells and also distant
from the upper CP containing numerous differentiating neurons. We
also chose this layer because the percentage of migrating neurons

slightly shorter in cells with 2BPs than with 1BP (Figure 3d).
Taken together, our morphometric analyses of radially-migrating
cortical neurons in mouse and ferret demonstrated that cells with
more branches had a longer leading process overall. This was not due
to having a longer trunk, but a result of branching. Intriguingly, the
length of each individual branch was similar or even smaller in cells

with branched morphology in layer 5 was similar in mouse and ferret,

with elaborate branching, suggesting that individual branch length

making it comparable between these species. Because in mouse

may be intrinsically limited.

embryos layers 5 and 6 were not unambiguous from each other, we
combined both layers in our analysis.
We found that radially-migrating cells with a branched leading
process displayed up to three branch points (BPs) in ferret, forming up

3.5 | Primary branches form at similar angles
between pyramidal neurons and interneurons

to four branches (Figure 3a). In mouse, 41.4  1.0% of cells had 1BP

Studies of migrating inhibitory interneurons (INs), which characteristi-

and 1.4  0.5% had 2BPs (Figure 3b). In ferret. 31.3  1.0% of cells

cally exhibit a branched leading process, suggest that this may be a

displayed 1BP, 11.2  2.2% had 2BPs and 3.9  1.5% had 3 or more

cellular mechanism to increase their exploratory capacity during navi-

BPs (Figure 3b). These results demonstrated a significant diversity of

gation (Martini et al., 2009). According to this notion, the capacity for
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A high proportion of radially-migrating pyramidal neurons in the ferret visual cortex have a branched leading process.
(a) Experimental design to label migrating neurons born from progenitor cells in the ferret cortex. Gfp-encoding DNA was delivered into P1
ferret kits by electroporation, and GFP+ labeled cells were analyzed at P8. (b) Panoramic view of a sagittal section through the visual
cortex of an electroporated P8 ferret kit, showing that the majority of GFP+ pyramidal neurons were in radial migration through
intermediate zone (IZ) and layers 6 to cortical plate (CP). MZ = marginal zone; OSVZ = outer subventricular zone; ISVZ = inner
subventricular zone. (c) Magnification images of the indicated cortical layers showing the different appearance of GFP+ labeled cells.
(d) Morphological diversity of individual GFP+ cells. Arrowheads indicate branching points in the leading process. (e) Relative abundance of
GFP+ cell morphologies in the CP (n = 338 cells, 4 kits; mean  SEM). (f ) Relative abundance of cells with migrating morphology that
exhibited a branched or nonbranched leading process (n = 6,598 cells; 4 kits; mean  SEM). Dashed line indicates 50% abundance. The
proportions were higher in IZ and layer 6 than in layer 5 and CP (IZ vs. 6, χ2 = 89.8, ***p < .001; IZ vs. 5, χ2 = 201.5, ***p < .001; IZ
vs. CP, χ2 = 117.9, ***p < .001; 6 vs. 5, χ2 = 17.3, ***p < .001; 6 vs. CP, Χ2 = 7.3, **p < .01; 5 vs. CP, χ2 = 0.9, not significant) [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 2
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Multi-order branching and size variation of the leading process in radially-migrating neurons. (a) Detailed images and reconstructions of
the morphology of radially-migrating pyramidal neurons as observed in ferret, with the indicated number of branch points (BP). (b) Relative abundance
of cells in mouse (layer 5–6) and ferret (layer 5) displaying the indicated number of branch points in their leading process. (c, d) Schematic drawing and
quantitative analysis of the detailed morphology of migrating neurons in mouse and ferret. N = 165 cells, 11 mouse embryos E14.5–E17.5; 197 cells,
4 ferret kits P1–P8; mean + SEM; *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001, t test [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
FIGURE 3

exploring the cellular environment may be limited by the angle at

be migrating cortical inhibitory interneurons. It has been suggested

which primary branches form. To investigate this possibility and com-

that in humans cortical interneurons may be born locally in the cere-

pare between migrating pyramidal neurons and interneurons, we mea-

bral cortex (Letinic, Zoncu, & Rakic, 2002) (but see Hansen et al.,

sured the angle between branches at the first branch point (Figure 4a,

2013). To rule out this possibility we performed immunohistochemis-

b). In mouse, pyramidal neurons with 1BP branched at a shallower

try against the inhibitory neurotransmitter γ-aminobutyric acid

angle than INs, but those with 2BPs branched at similar angles

(GABA, a marker of INs) on ferret cortical slices locally electroporated

(Figure 4c). In ferret, cells with 1BP branched at similar angles than

with GFP. None of the GFP+ cells with a branched leading process





INs (51.9  3.2 ; 51.7  2.5 INs), and cells with 2–3BPs had a clear

were positive for GABA, discarding the possibility that these cells are

tendency to branch at much wider angles (64.4  8.6 and

INs (data not shown). Taken together, these results suggested that

78.2  18.5 , respectively). This indicated a tendency of migrating

just like INs increase the angle between their branches to change

cells where the more branches in their leading process, the wider the

direction of migration, pyramidal neurons may widen the angle of their

angle between the primary branches.

branched leading process for the same function.

When cortical INs reach the cerebral cortex, they change their
direction of migration dramatically from tangential to radial, and they
do so by branching their leading process at very wide angles (Martini
et al., 2009). Our above analysis demonstrated that these angles are

3.6 | Branched leading processes are less parallel to
radial glia fibers than non-branched

equivalent to those in ferret pyramidal neurons with 1BP, which

Radial migration of cortical pyramidal neurons occurs in intimate asso-

prompted us to consider the possibility that these branched cells may

ciation with radial glia fibers (RGFs), the basal process of radial glia
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FIGURE 4 Analysis of leading process divergence between branches and with respect to radial glia fibers. (a–c) Representative examples of
branched migrating interneurons (mouse) and pyramidal cells (mouse and ferret) in IZ, and analysis of the angle (α) between branches at the first
branch point. Data for interneurons is from (Martini et al., 2009) (n = 89 cells, 11 mouse embryos; 82 cells, 4 ferret kits; *p < .05, t test; all other
comparisons were not significant). (d) Example of a branched ferret pyramidal neuron in IZ (green) alongside radial glia fibers (RGFs) stained with
anti-vimentin (red), and schematic drawings illustrating the segments of leading process parallel to RGFs (green lines) and non-parallel (blue lines;
divergence angle greater than 10 with respect to RGFs). (e) Quantification of the proportion of leading process parallel to RGFs for ferret cells
with the indicated number of branch points (n = 97 cells, 0BP; 59 cells, 1BP; 19 cells, 2BP; 6 cells, 3BP; 4 ferret kits per group; ***p < .001, t test;
all other comparisons were not significant) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

cells that extend radially from the cell soma in VZ to the cortical pial

RGFs, as identified with anti-vimentin stains (Figure 4d). On a first

surface (Anton et al., 1997; Anton, Kreidberg, & Rakic, 1999; Choi &

evaluation, we found that the greatest difference between cells with

Lapham, 1978; Elias et al., 2007; Rakic, 1972; Sidman & Rakic, 1973).

and without branches were in the length of leading process oriented

For this association to occur, the leading process of migrating neurons

at 10 or less with respect to the trajectory of RGFs, so we considered

must align parallel to RGFs (Rakic et al., 1974). In this context, our

leading processes within this range of deviation to be parallel to RGFs

above observations that a large proportion of radially-migrating pyra-

(Figure 4d). We found that all cells exhibited some portion of their

midal neurons exhibit a branched leading process, and that these

leading process not parallel to RGFs. Interestingly, the extent of lead-

branches form at >45 angles, suggested that the parallel alignment

ing process parallel to RGFs was significantly greater in cells without

and interaction of these leading processes with RGFs may be less fre-

branches (65.6%) than in branched cells (40.5–46.0%, depending on

quent than previously proposed for migrating cells. To gain insights

number of branches; Figure 4e). Together, our data suggested that

into this question we focused on individual cells in ferret layer 5, and

branching of the leading process may reduce the interaction of migrat-

examined the extent of leading process parallel to the scaffold of

ing cells with RGFs. This prompted us to the notion that branching of
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the leading process may be used by radially-migrating neurons to

non-branched cells. Second, branching of the leading process is tran-

change direction of migration and disperse laterally, switching

sient and most cells transit through phases between branched and

between radial fibers, as suggested to occur in species with a folded

non-branched morphologies, including multi-order branching.

cortex (Borrell & Gotz, 2014; Fernandez et al., 2016).

3.8 | Lateral displacement of migrating neurons
3.7 | Leading process branching is dynamic and does
not impair radial migration

Given our above hypothesis that branching of the leading process

Previous studies have proposed that branching of the leading process

analyzed the migration trajectories of individual cells. In mouse, we

may severely impair the movement of radially-migrating neurons

found that side branches extended off the leading process were later

(Borrell, 2010; Gupta et al., 2003; Ohshima et al., 2007). Therefore,

retracted, such that the initial process was usually retained (Figure 5).

the next critical question was to determine whether leading process

As a result, the majority of migrating neurons in mouse (32/34 cells)

branching delays or impairs the movement of radially-migrating neu-

followed overall straight paths of migration, largely following the radial

rons. To address this issue, we performed videomicroscopy experi-

axis parallel to the scaffold of RGFs albeit with some net lateral dis-

ments in living slices of cerebral cortex from mouse embryos and

placement (Figure 9c–g). Only 2/34 cells in mouse were observed to

ferret kits to monitor cell movement and leading process dynamics of

undergo sharp turns with dramatic changes in migration trajectory

individual GFP+ cells. Migrating neurons were labeled by electropora-

(Figure 9h). In contrast, in ferret we observed that 54% of cells

tion at E14.5 as above, but using a membrane-tethered GFP for better

(19 out of 35) changed their direction of migration quite dramatically,

resolving fine cellular processes. Cortical slices were prepared from

in a sharp turn, at one or multiple points (Figure 6, blue cell, and

E17.5 mouse embryos and then imaged. For ferrets, living cortical

Figure 7), which led to greater lateral cell displacement than in mouse

slices were prepared at P1, immediately electroporated focally, and

cells (Figure 9h). Otherwise, only 16/35 cells in ferret consistently fol-

cultured for 24 hr before imaging, to allow for GFP fluorescence to

lowed the direction of RGFs (Figure 6, red and green cells). Sharp

become detectable. As in our above analyses, the region of interest in

changes in direction of migration occurred in a wide variety of angles,

mouse embryos was the lower CP, and in ferrets it was layers 5/6.

from acute, to right or obtuse, and we even observed cells reversing

may be a strategy for changing the direction of migration, we next

In agreement with our analyses from fixed tissue, cells undergoing

direction of migration (Figures 7 and 9c,d). Importantly, sharp turns

radial migration displayed a leading process without branches or with

frequently involved leading process branching (75% of times) and

1–3 branches. During the course of imaging, cells both in mouse

occurred at slow migration speed (83% times; Figure 9d,e). The partic-

(Figure 5) and ferret (Figures 6–7) underwent canonical cycles of

ular migratory behavior of ferret cells, frequently changing their direc-

extension of side branches, translocation of the cell body inside the

tion of migration, reduced significantly the straightness of their

leading process trunk, followed by the selective stabilization and fur-

migratory paths compared to mouse (Figure 9f ). Most importantly, it

ther extension of one process while retracting the other processes. In

also usually resulted in an obvious switch between radial trajectories

both mouse and ferret cortical slices, cells were observed migrating

(Figure 6) and a sudden increase in lateral displacement (Figure 9d,g),

throughout the 14–24 hr imaging period, demonstrating that cell via-

especially after sharp turns (Figure 9h).

bility and movement was not hampered by our culture conditions. All

Taken together, our live imaging analyses demonstrated that

imaged cells in both species displayed alternating periods of slow and

branching of the leading process is a very dynamic process that takes

fast movement (Figure 8a), and the average speed of cell migration

place in most radially-migrating neurons in ferret, and to a lesser

across the entire period of imaging was identical in both species

extent in mouse, and that it does not interfere with cell movement or

(Figure 8b). When examined in detail, while the proportions of cells

speed. Intriguingly, while leading process branching seems to not alter

migrating in the slow, fast, or intermediate range were similar in

the strictly radial migration trajectory in mouse, in the gyrencephalic

mouse and ferret, the range of mean speeds of migration among indi-

ferret it appears to be related to dramatic changes in the direction of

vidual cells varied significantly between mouse and ferret (Figure 8c).

cell movement involved in switching between radial trajectories, and

Within the fraction of cells migrating at intermediate speeds, these

hence in the lateral dispersion of radially-migrating cells.

moved faster in ferret than mouse. Ferret cells also reached higher
migration speeds than mouse cells (Figure 8d).
Importantly, detailed morphological analyses revealed that radial
migration occurred independently of the presence of branches in the

3.9 | Loss of Cdk5 function impairs radial migration
independent from leading process branching

leading process or not (Figure 9a). In fact, the majority of migrating

Previous studies have shown that loss of cyclin-dependent kinase

cells in mouse displayed a branched leading process at some point

5 (Cdk5) function severely impairs radial migration of cortical neurons

(27/34 cells), which in ferret occurred in almost all cases (34/35 cells;

(Ohshima et al., 2007). It has been suggested that this defect is due to

Figure 9a). Speed of migration was also largely independent of the

the abnormal branching of the leading process, which impairs the

presence of these branches, as cells alternated periods of slow

interaction with RGFs and the forward movement of neurons (Borrell,

(<10 μm/hr) and fast movement, both during periods with branched

2010; Gupta et al., 2003). Our above results contradicted this concept

and nonbranched leading process (Figure 9a,b). These observations

by showing that branching of the leading process is part of normal

demonstrated first that cells with a branched leading process are

radial migration, so we next examined in detail the effects of Cdk5

perfectly motile and display no migratory handicap compared to

loss-of-function. To this aim we expressed a mutant form of Cdk5
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Dynamics of pyramidal neuron radial migration in mouse. Selected frames from a time-lapse imaging experiment of mouse neurons
migrating through IZ (time from onset of imaging is in minutes) and schematic drawings of the observed cell morphology and displacement from
every second frame. Drawings in left box preserve the original relative position during imaging, in right box they are separated laterally,
preserving vertical position, to show the detailed cell morphology in each frame. The main leading process was retained during the entire period,
while side branches formed and retracted [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 5

with dominant-negative function (dnCdk5) (Borrell, 2010; Nikolic

Quantitative analysis of these experiments showed that dnCdk5 cells

et al., 1996), and compared to embryos expressing only GFP. As

migrated half the distance than control cells during the imaging ses-

above, genetic overexpression was achieved by in utero electropora-

sion, and also that during this migration cells followed much more tor-

tion of mouse embryos at E14.5, followed by analysis at E17.5

tuous paths and with average migrating speeds significantly lower

(Figure 10a). In control-electroporated animals, GFP+ cells were dis-

than control cells (Figure 11a). Detailed analyses of migration speeds

tributed with similar abundance across the layers of the developing

showed that a large proportion of dnCdk5-expressing cells migrated

cortex, whereas upon dnCdk5 electroporation GFP+ cells accumulated

at a slow speed (<10 μm/hr), which were nearly absent in control

in IZ with a concomitant reduction in CP (Figure 10b,c). This sug-

animals, along with a concomitant reduction in intermediate- and

gested that neurons with impaired Cdk5 function had severe difficul-

fast-migrating cells compared to controls (Figure 11b,c). Analyses of

ties in exiting the IZ to continue radial migration into CP, as previously

maximum speed revealed similar findings, with dnCdk5 cells reaching

reported (Borrell, 2010; Ohshima et al., 2007).

significantly lower max speeds than control cells (Figure 11d).

To directly visualize and compare the migratory behavior of cells

The differences in migration dynamics and speed that we found

in dnCdk5- and control-electroporated embryos, we next performed

between control and dnCdk5 cells explained the significant malposi-

time-lapse imaging under two-photon microscopy at the level of

tion of the latter observed in fixed tissue (Figure 10b,c), as a conse-

IZ/lower CP. In control embryos, migrating cells frequently displayed

quence of significantly slower radial migration. Next, we examined the

small collateral branches off the main leading process, as we had

detailed morphology of these cells in IZ to determine if their migration

observed previously (Figure 5), and their radial movement progressed

defects were due to exuberant branching of the leading process, as

regularly (Figure 10d). Cells overexpressing dnCdk5 also displayed

previously proposed (Borrell, 2010; Gupta et al., 2003). We found that

branches in the leading process, as expected, and although they

the morphology of some dnCdk5-expressing cells was markedly

moved appropriately in the apical-to-basal direction, their displace-

abnormal, displaying a tortuous leading process with many small filo-

ment appeared much slower than in controls (Figure 10e).

podia protruding off (Figure 11e). Surprisingly, however, at the
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Dynamics of pyramidal neuron radial migration in ferret. Selected frames from a time-lapse imaging experiment of ferret neurons
migrating through layers 5/6 (time from onset of imaging is in minutes) and schematic drawings of the observed cell morphology and
displacement from every second frame. Green, blue, and red arrowheads trace three different cells undergoing migration, which are then
reconstructed in the color-matched boxes. Drawings in left boxes preserve the original relative position during imaging, in right boxes they are
separated laterally, preserving vertical position, to show the detailed cell morphology in each frame. Yellow arrowheads point at a GFP+ radial glia
fiber, which is then reconstructed as a dashed line. All three cells followed linear trajectories parallel to the radial fiber scaffold and formed
branches at some point. However, wide-angle branching of the blue cell preceded two sharp turns: first to switch from parallel to perpendicular
or tangential migration, and after some distance to switch back to parallel migration [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 6

population level we found that the proportion of cells with a branched

process branching neither impairs radial migration nor reduces its

leading process, and the degree of branching, was not significantly dif-

speed, but is frequently associated to changes in direction of migra-

ferent between control and dnCdk5-expressing cells (Figure 11f,g).

tion. These changes translate into shifting between RGFs, and hence

Taken together, our results confirmed previous observations that the

in the net lateral displacement of migrating neurons. Finally, we dem-

loss of Cdk5 function impairs radial migration of cortical neurons, by

onstrate that loss of Cdk5 function severely impairs radial migration in

delaying their forward movement. However, our observations indi-

the cerebral cortex, but this is not related to excessive branching of

cated that this defect is not caused by excessive branching of the

the leading process as previously proposed, which is not affected

leading process.

under this condition.
In contrast to the common notion that bipolar migrating neurons
do not branch their leading process (Noctor, Flint, Weissman, Dam-

4 | DISCUSSION

merman, & Kriegstein, 2001; Sidman & Rakic, 1973), our detailed analyses demonstrate that radially-migrating pyramidal neurons branch

Here we have studied the detailed morphology of cortical pyramidal

their leading process quite frequently, and that this is part of their

neurons undergoing radial migration at mid-gestational stages, with

standard mechanism of radial displacement to the CP. Intriguingly, this

specific attention to the leading process. Our results demonstrate that

has not been reported before explicitly, although various studies have

the leading process of radially-migrating neurons is highly dynamic,

shown that this is quite frequent under normal conditions (Guerrier

where collateral branches frequently form and retract. By performing

et al., 2009; Rakic et al., 1974; Valiente et al., 2011). We have

videomicroscopy experiments we have also demonstrated that leading

observed that branching of the leading process tends to be linked to
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Dynamics of pyramidal neuron radial migration in ferret. Selected frames from time-lapse imaging of migrating ferret neurons (time
from onset of imaging is in minutes) and schematic drawings of the observed cell morphology and displacement from every frame. Drawings in
left box preserve the original relative position during imaging, in right box they are separated laterally, preserving vertical position, to show the
detailed cell morphology in each frame. The tracked cell (red arrowheads) undergoes extensive branching of the leading process throughout the
experiment, traversing the trajectory of radial fibers (green arrowheads, and dashed lines in drawings) and eventually reversing the direction of
migration toward the ventricle (downward) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 7

an increase in total length, and that this is caused by lengthening of

multiple RGFs at any given moment. Accordingly, migrating neurons

the branched section without changes in the leading process trunk.

do not really need to “jump” for switching between RGFs, but simply

However, cells with the highest number of branches have shorter indi-

change adhesion from one fiber to another. Nevertheless, in this sce-

vidual branches, suggesting the existence of an intrinsic mechanism

nario, extension of side branches from the leading process allows per-

limiting the total leading process size of migrating cells.

forming sharp turns during migration, which results in much longer

Comparison between mouse and ferret has allowed us to reveal

lateral displacements in one single step, skipping multiple RGFs at

that the number of branches in the leading process varies between

once. We have found that cortical neurons undergo sharp turns much

species. In mouse, cells displayed a maximum of two branch points,

more frequently in ferret than in mouse, and the resulting lateral dis-

whereas cells in ferret exhibited much more elaborate leading pro-

placement is also greater in ferret. This reinforces the notion that this

cesses, with up to three or more branch points. One possible interpre-

mechanism is important for surface area expansion and folding of the

tation is that for neurons migrating radially in the cortex of

cerebral cortex.

gyrencephalic species, which need to navigate for very long distances

Previous analyses have reported branching (or bifurcation) of the

(Sidman & Rakic, 1973), it may be favorable to have a larger number

leading process of migrating pyramidal neurons in the embryonic

of branches. A second interpretation, compatible with the previous

mouse cerebral cortex (Elias et al., 2007; Guerrier et al., 2009;

one, is that neurons may develop more branches in ferret in order to

Valiente et al., 2011). Elias and colleagues demonstrated the presence

disperse tangentially. We have previously shown that during the

of Connexin 26 (Cx26) puncta along this leading process, but prefer-

development of folds in the ferret cerebral cortex, the radial fiber

entially in only one of the two branches, and that the branch devoid

scaffold undergoes a very dramatic tangential expansion and diver-

of Cx26 is consistently retracted (Elias et al., 2007). This provides

gence, due to the abundance of basal Radial Glia Cells (Reillo, de Juan

strong evidence supporting that the decision of eliminating one

Romero, Garcia-Cabezas, & Borrell, 2011). We have proposed that

branch or another may be made according to their different adhesive-

this particular modification of RGF trajectories enables the tangential

ness, based on the relative abundance of cell adhesion molecules.

dispersion of radially migrating neurons, while these continue using

Moreover, the experimental loss of Cx26 or Cx43 drives exuberant

RGFs as their substrate and guide for radial migration (Borrell & Gotz,

branching of the leading process (Elias et al., 2007), suggesting that

2014; Borrell & Reillo, 2012; Fernandez et al., 2016). For this to occur,

the absence of significant differences in adhesiveness between a cell's

migrating neurons in ferret must be able to move laterally and switch

branches impairs the decision of which branch to eliminate, hence

between RGFs, in contrast to mouse with a strictly radial trajectory of

favoring an increase in their numbers. We have found remarkable dif-

migration. RGFs are at high density in the developing cortex of both

ferences between mouse and ferret, where migrating cells in the latter

mouse and ferret (~1 fiber every 26μm2 of cortical surface)

have much longer and branched leading process than the former. An

(Gadisseux, Evrard, Mission, & Caviness Jr., 1992; Lu et al., 2015;

interesting possibility is that the bias in adhesiveness between leading

Reillo et al., 2011), such that each migrating neuron may contact

process branches is much lower in ferret than mouse, impairing their
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Analysis of radial migration speed in mouse and ferret. (a) Linear speed plots from individual cells imaged within IZ, where colors
indicate speed of movement as in the scale bar. Plot length corresponds to length of imaging time, from left to right (scale bar). Mouse slices were
imaged for 24 hr, whereas ferret slices were imaged for 14–24 hr. Periods of time when individual cells were out of the imaging depth (not
imaged) appear in white. All cells exhibited significant variance in speed during imaging, with periods of fast movement alternating slow periods in
all cases. (b–d) Quantification of mean and maximum migration speed for ferret and mouse cells. Most of the cells migrated at intermediate
speeds, between 10 and 20 μm/hr, with few migrating faster (red) and virtually none slower (blue). Distribution of cells was statistically different
between mouse and ferret by mean migration speed (χ2 = 36.8, p < .001) and maximum migration speed (χ2 = 23.2, p < .01) [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 8

selective retraction and favoring complex branching. Alternative (and

multiple RGFs, and to switch migration trajectories, leading to their

complementary) to this neuron-intrinsic mechanism, the developing

lateral dispersion (Borrell & Gotz, 2014; Gertz & Kriegstein, 2015).

cerebral cortex may contain signals that promote leading process

This is further supported by our analyses showing that, as compared

branching, for example on the surface of radial glia cells or in the

to cells without branches, branching of the leading process is linked

extracellular milieu. Differences in leading process length and com-

to a decrease of its alignment with RGFs, now bridging across

plexity between species may then result also from differences in the

multiple RGFs.

presence and levels of activity of such signals, which again may

One alternative interpretation for the lateral displacement of

include adhesion molecules such as those abundant in the extracellu-

radially-migrating neurons is that those cells may be migrating along

lar matrix (ECM). This notion is supported by transcriptomics analyses

radial fibers that have sharp bends. These have been shown and well

of developing cortex in mouse and human, revealing significant differ-

characterized in mouse and ferret. In mouse, radial glia fibers bend

ences in expression of ECM components between species (Fietz

within the IZ starting at E16 (Gadisseux et al., 1992; Lu et al., 2015),

et al., 2012).

overlapping with the time of our analyses in this study, at E17.5. How-

Previous videomicroscopy studies in the SVZ of ferret cortex

ever, this is the case in the most lateral aspect of the developing cor-

have shown that the trajectory of migrating pyramidal neurons is quite

tex, but not in the dorsal-parietal part, where our analyses and

tortuous, especially at late stages, and that this is associated with neu-

imaging was centered. In ferret, bending of radial glia fibers is most

rons migrating along different RGFs (Gertz & Kriegstein, 2015). The

dramatic in lower cortical layers, particularly in ISVZ and OSVZ, much

elaboration of multiple branches, forming at wide angles, provides the

less in IZ and never in the neuronal layers (Reillo et al., 2011; Reillo &

cellular mechanism for migrating neurons to access and sample across

Borrell, 2012) where the radial fiber scaffold is straight and where we
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Analyses of branching and lateral displacement during radial migration. (a) Linear plots from individual cells (numbered) imaged within
IZ/lower CP in mouse and layers 5/6 in ferret. Tones and colors indicate branching of the leading process and migration speed (slow, <10 μm/hr;
fast, >10 μm/hr), respectively, along the imaging period (left to right; for ferret, some cells were imaged for 14 hr and others for 24 hr). White
indicates periods of time when individual cells were out of the imaging depth (not imaged), cells inside dashed boxes never displayed a branched
leading process. (b) Frequency (percentage of time-lapse frames) of radial migration modes as in (a). (c) Trace reconstructions of radial migration
trajectories of individual cells in ferret and mouse. The ferret trace shown separately is from a cell migrating first downward (apically), then
reversing direction to resume pia-directed migration. Trajectories were less linear in ferret than mouse. (d) Traces of individual cells migrating
radially, indicating sections of slow (blue) and fast (red) movement, branched leading process (purple) and nonbranched (green). The same trace
from each cell is shown twice in parallel for clarity. Dashed lines indicate the limits of lateral displacement for each cell. Many ferret cells made
sharp turns (>10 deg.) during migration, where they usually migrated slowly. (e) Frequencies of modes of migration during sharp turning in ferret
(n = 24 turns, 19 cells). (f–h) Quantification of straightness of migration trajectories (f ) and final net lateral displacement (g) of individual cells in
ferret and mouse (n = 35 cells ferret, 34 cells mouse). Panel (h) shows the lateral displacement after a sharp turn (>10 deg.) for the subset of cells
observed undergoing this behavior at some point during migration. Dashed lines in (g, h) indicate the median value for final net lateral
displacement of all cells in ferret and mouse (g), which is below the value for most sharp turns (h). Ferret cells generally followed more tortuous
paths and greater lateral displacement than mouse, and the number of cells undergoing sharp turns during migration was greater in ferret than
mouse [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 9
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Effect of Cdk5 function on radial neuron migration. (a) Experimental design to perturb Cdk5 function in cortical neurons during radial
migration. (b, c) Panoramic view of coronal sections through the parietal cortex of E17.5 mouse embryos electroporated with the indicated
plasmids, and quantification of GFP+ cell distribution (***p < .001, χ2 test). (d, e) Selected frames from time-lapse imaging experiments of
neurons migrating through IZ (time from onset of imaging is in minutes) in control and dnCdk5-overexpressing embryos, and schematic drawings
of the observed cell morphology and displacement. Cell somas are indicated with arrowheads. Drawings in left boxes preserve the original relative
position during imaging, in right boxes they are separated laterally, preserving vertical position, to show the detailed cell morphology [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 10

performed our analyses. This rules out the possibility that neurons

switching direction of migration and bridging between RGFs. The

observed undergoing lateral displacement did so following bent trajec-

higher frequency of ferret neurons to generate more branches than

tories of radial glia fibers (Figure 6, blue cell). Moreover, the largest

mouse, combined with these forming at wider angles in ferret, seems

lateral displacements that we observed and report here result from

to be a favorable mechanism for migrating neurons in gyrencenphalic

sharp turns, which is quite different from the more gradual bending of

mammals to disperse tangentially and thus expand the surface area of

radial fibers previously reported.

the cerebral cortex (Fernandez et al., 2016), as typically observed in

Cortical interneurons typically display a branched leading process

these species (Rakic, 1995).

during migration, and it has been shown that the angle at which the

Using time-lapse videomicroscopy, we have observed that migrat-

two branches form increases when they switch their mode of migra-

ing cells branch their leading process as part of their normal cycle dur-

tion from tangential to radial (Marin & Rubenstein, 2001; Martini

ing radial migration. Contrary to previous notions in pyramidal

et al., 2009). This angle is similar to what we have measured in ferret

neurons (Xie, Sanada, Samuels, Shih, & Tsai, 2003) and interneurons

pyramidal neurons between their first-order branches (this study).

(Friocourt et al., 2007; Lysko, Putt, & Golden, 2014), we have shown

Thus, in the same way that interneurons increase this angle to dramat-

that pyramidal cells with highly branched morphologies have the same

ically change their direction of migration, pyramidal neurons in ferret

migratory capacity and dynamics than non-branched cells. Rather than

may also widen the angle of leading process branching to favor

being an exceptional or rare event, our findings demonstrate that
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Loss of Cdk5 function alters the migration but not branching of cortical neurons. (a) Quantification of general migration parameters
as indicated. **p < .01, ***p < .001, t test. (b–d) Quantification of mean and maximum migration speed for control and dnCdk5-electroporated
cells. A large proportion of dnCdk5 cells had a slow average migration speed (<10 μm/hr), which were virtually absent among control cells (b).
Distributions of cells by mean and maximum migration speed were statistically different between control and dnCdk5 cells (***p < .001, χ2 test),
with dnCdk5 cells migrating more slowly. (e) Detailed images and reconstructions of the morphology of radially-migrating control and dnCdk5
cells in IZ/lower CP of mouse embryos. (f, g) Relative abundance of control and dnCdk5 cells in IZ/lower CP displaying branched or nonbranched
leading process, or the indicated number of branch points in their leading process; ns = not significant, χ2-test [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
FIGURE 11

leading process branching is part of the standard mechanism for radial

indicative of impaired interaction of neuron-radial glia, and thus causa-

migration of pyramidal neurons in mouse and ferret (Figure 9a).

tive of impaired cell movement (Xie et al., 2003). Our observations

Hence, leading process branching is not an abnormal circumstance

in this study and those of others are in agreement with the

that impairs or interferes with cell movement, as previously suggested

former notion, but not the latter, as neuronal movement is clearly not

(Xie et al., 2003). In fact, we have observed that neurons in ferret,

handicapped by branching of the leading process (Gertz & Krieg-

with more leading process branches, migrate faster than in mouse,

stein, 2015).

with fewer branches. Our results also reveal striking differences in the

Previous reports have shown that manipulation of some proteins

straightness of the migratory paths, where mouse neurons follow

regulating cytoskeletal dynamics, like Cdk5 and srGAP2, severely

faithfully and unidirectionally the radial axis of the cortex, whereas

impair radial migration of cortical neurons by promoting the abnormal

ferret neurons follow much more tortuous paths, sometimes with

branching of their leading process (Guerrier et al., 2009; Hatanaka,

direction reversals, resulting in much greater lateral displacements

Hisanaga, Heizmann, & Murakami, 2004; Ohshima et al., 2007). Upon

between RGFs. Previous reports suggested that such behavior was

demonstration that the leading process of radially-migrating neurons
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is branched under normal circumstances, we have investigated the

leading process branching is linked to tortuous radial migration, lateral

effect of loss of Cdk5. Previous analyses in mouse and ferret have

dispersion, and cortex folding across phylogeny and in evolution.

reported that this impairs the transition from multipolar stage in SVZ
to bipolar stage in IZ (Borrell, 2010; Ohshima et al., 2007). We have
determined that loss of Cdk5 also impairs radial migration of bipolar
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